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Exotic Weapons - Atomic Rockets Any Star Trek fan can tell you that when it comes to the most bang for your buck, you can't beat antimatter (sometimes called
"Contra-terrene" or "Seetee").How much bang? Well, in theory if you mix one gram of matter with one gram of antimatter you should get 1.8e14 joules of energy or
about 43 kilotons. Guest Editorial: 10 Reasons Why Gretchin are the Best Ork ... Why? Always cheap, always good at tar-pitting big baddies you donâ€™t want to
deal with, (â€œNice Carnifexâ€¦ have fun chewing on Gretchin for the next 4 turns), always the best shots in the army, always cheap, always versatile, always
underestimated, and mostly overlooked.
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